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Article abstract

The paper argues that cityscapes of Toronto painted by John Gillespie in 1844/5, Robert Gagen in 1914 and Christiane Pflug in 1968-71 each illuminate and are illuminated by the urban historical periods in which they were created. The paper's conclusion suggests that three frameworks for looking at painters' images of cityscape are those of political economy, "sentiment and symbolism", and "discursive" relationship of observer and object.
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Abstract

The paper argues that cityscapes of Toronto painted by John Gillespie in 1844/5, Robert Gagen in 1914 and Christiane Pflug in 1968-71 each illuminate and are illuminated by the urban historical periods in which they were created. The paper’s conclusion suggests that three frameworks for looking at painters’ images of cityscape are those of political economy, “sentiment and symbolism”, and “discursive” relationship of observer and object.

Résumé


The curator of the recent exhibition Urban Images: Canadian Painting observed that art historians and urban scholars may have different interests in cityscape pictures. Her own goal was an historical overview of various artists’ styles and perspectives in depicting the city; an urbanist, on the other hand, might want “to illustrate ... specific urban principles” in the context of the paintings. This paper is an effort in the latter direction. It focuses on images of Toronto in painting at different moments of its urban development: the mercantile, commercial and industrial phases described in Gilbert Stelter’s model of Canadian urbanization, and the contemporary corporate/de-industrializing period.

Among the strengths of Stelter’s typology is an implicit stress on ways that transitions between these kinds of urban historical eras are not only abstract matters of political economy but, in their effects on social milieu and built landscapes, also concrete experiences felt by city-dwellers in the course of their everyday lives. This experience is reflected in respect to the shift from the mercantile to the commercial city in the contrast remarked by the painter Paul Kane between the village of his boyhood and the town he found in 1845 on his return from studies in Europe—“Little York, muddy and dirty, just struggling into existence, now the City of Toronto bursting forth in all its energy and commercial strength,” and is illustrated in respect to the shift to the industrial city in the observation of Barker Fairley (in a 1921 review of Lawren Harris’s urban paintings) of “a vast gulf between the city’s present and its immediate but somehow almost mysterious past.” The transition to the corporate city, meanwhile, has been part of the lived experience of many Toronto-dwellers today, a process whose effects on, for example, built form are strikingly illustrated in an early-1970s collection of aerial photographs published by a local real estate executive that documents the replacement of downtown neighbourhoods by warrens of highrises, rural pastures by massive subdivisions and malls, and sleepy ravines by expressway cloverleafs.

This paper’s concern is the way that urban transition has become visible in the work of cityscape artists who painted at these cusps of urban change—moments at which emerging urban realities have become visual images. In this context, the term “image” denotes a depiction that is both a cognitive perception and holistic conception of urban spatial form, serving not only to organize and interpret this form but literally to create it in the minds’ eyes of city-dwellers.

Further, the term denotes a social construction contingent on the triangle of its creator’s biography and relationships to “topic” and imagined audience, three poles that compose the social context of “discourse.” Painting, in this framework, is approached as an institution whose central components (besides materials of production) include norms of creativity and horizons of expectation arising in specific interactional settings.

In respect to each of the three transitions in Toronto’s urban history, the paper seeks to identify a painted image that seems somehow to capture or typify crucial aspects of the city’s new meaning. One guideline for choosing pictures was that they be relatively familiar; hence, each is represented in the two most relevant recent compilations in the field, Dorothy Farr’s catalogue for Urban Images: Canadian Painting and Edith Firth’s Toronto in Art, as well as other art-historical or documentary collections. In pursuing this theme, the paper’s perspective is that, on the one hand, urban history may help illuminate pictures...
produced on specific occasions in cities while, on the other, these pictures may help amplify an historical understanding of cities.

**The Utopian Vision of John Gillespie – View of King Street**

John Gillespie is not among Canada's well-known painters, mentioned only briefly in one of the two principal historical surveys of Canadian painting, not at all in the other, and unrepresented in both the Dictionary of Canadian Artists and two major catalogues of early Canadian pictorial art. The picture with which this paper will deal, meanwhile, has often been credited to another artist, his contemporary Thomas Young, a mischance that has occasionally persisted despite the fact its correct authorship was established nearly two decades ago. The picture has, on the other hand, often been used as an informative case of early Canadian cityscape—besides Farr and Firth, for example, it is reproduced in the recent Illustrated History of Canada—and it has acquired some status as a familiar visual image of early Toronto.

Gillespie, who lived and worked in Toronto at least during the 1840s, was, like a preponderance of the town's residents at the time, probably an immigrant. (Toronto's population grew from fewer than 2,000 to more than 30,000 during the second quarter of the 1800s, mainly as a function of immigration from the Britain.) Based on knowledge of his pictures and professional activities—portrait and landscape painter in oils and water-colour, commercial illustrator and lithographer, and apparently also a teacher of art—it may be surmised that he was among the city's burgeoning entrepreneurial middle class and also that his patronage was mainly among this class.

The early and mid-1840s were heady days in Toronto, a time of sanguine prosperity wedged between troughs of depression in the late 1830s and 1840s, that followed hard on the remarkable boom of the previous decade. It had been in the years 1825 to 1835 that the "small and undistinguished village" of Kane's memory, "whose main distinction was that it was the seat of government," had been transformed to the germ of a metropolis, a process rooted in dominance of a rural-agricultural hinterland experiencing rapid colonial settlement. By the time the provincial

---

*John Gillespie, View of King Street, Toronto, 1844/45, oil on canvas 27.9 x 55.9 cm., Royal Ontario Museum.*
government departed (temporarily) in 1841, removing the imperial gentry who had formerly constituted the town’s elite, a new commercial class had already entrenched its hegemony in the local hierarchy, a shift of economic role and power-structure that are the essence of the transition to the commercial urban period.

But the new city did not yet have an image—or not, at any rate, in the eyes of its painters. Toronto’s principal cityscape artists of the 1830s, Young and John Howard, generally remained faithful to the picturesque impressions of village-like settings and social life that had characterized urban imagery of the colonial/mercantile period. Howard’s Toronto Bay (1835), for example, is an idyll of winter leisure on the harbour ice,17 while a bucolic 1836 view of the waterfront by Young features workingmen gone fishing and a windmill.18 In each picture, the town is just a row of distant buildings. When they approached for a closer look at the city, their themes again echoed the imagery of Colonial Canada. Howard’s Parliament Buildings (1834)—seat and symbol of the imperial presence—stood alone at the town’s edge, suggesting nothing very urban, while the picture’s human anecdote recalls not city life but small-town diversion.19

Young, meanwhile, did come downtown, but the dominant features of his serene King Street East (1835), where the local gentry promenaded, are the town’s Anglican cathedral and courthouse (with a farmer’s oxcart in the foreground).20

Gillespie created similar pictures. His drawings of the parliament buildings (1844) and Fort York (1845)—impressions made for the commercial market (the first was lithographed for popular subscription, the second appears to have been a book illustration)—typify the content and style of picturesque colonial townscape. But he had another vision too, evident in an 1842 sketch of the view from a King Street rooftop; although the landscape to the north is properly picturesque, the street itself is clearly a commercial thoroughfare of shops and shoppers.21 The picture augured his 1844/5 View of King Street.

View of King Street attends painstakingly to physical detail, recalling a second common school of colonial painting (besides the picturesque), the topographic style, derived from the work of military personnel trained to create accurate renderings of landscape in the era before the camera. One artist historian, on the other hand, has described the picture as an early precursor of a popular contemporary style, high realism.22 Either way, it is probably a fairly faithful record of urban form; an 1850 newspaper item observed of a picture by Gillespie that “not a building nor a chimney will be found out of place.”23

The small oil is twice as wide as it is high, opening up the vista of a broad, almost metropolitan streetscape. (Gillespie’s sense of accuracy may have faltered here; the street’s breadth is inconsistent with other views of the same period—the dimensions of Young’s King Street, for example, are measurably more modest.) Homage is paid the town’s former imperial function by the presence of two soldiers in dress uniform in the foreground. But like the two natives and two workingmen nearby, they are incidental ornament to the main motif of commercial and civic prosperity spelled out by merchants’ shop-signs along well-ordered architectural facades; and despite the presence of these figures, this is not a picture of urban demographic diversity (in contrast to, say, some of James Cockburn’s work in Quebec or James Duncan’s in Montreal).24 Gillespie’s people are mostly middle class members of the town’s new entrepreneurial order.

The picture was no doubt viewed with pride by the artist’s social peers (who might have seen it at his Richmond Street studio or the local exhibits where he showed his work). The renovation of King Street—the town’s commercial hub—had been a key focus of civic boosterism in the 1830s and 1840s, to which the painting bears witness. Besides portraying two important public edifices constructed the previous decade—St Lawrence Market and St James Cathedral (both replacements of earlier, cruder versions of the same buildings)—it also depicted more recent improvements: the “Market Block,” an early-1840s municipal project to redevelop older, shabbier structures beside the market with a row of imposing brick buildings (some of which remain today), and the lately-installed gas streetlamps along King Street.25

But, more than any particular feature of streetscape, it is the picture’s modern mood that must have stirred Gillespie’s immediate audience—the town is clearly a city here—and it is not contentious to describe the painting as an emphatic ideological document. In this vein, the dean of Canadian art historians has observed that View of King Street “exulted in progress;”26 nothing disturbs the impression of prosperous urbanity.

Gillespie’s Toronto shatters earlier images of the town as a frontier village, and we may speculate that the viewers he intended for the picture were not only theburghers of his own era, given a reflection of their ambitions and dreams, but
also ourselves—that, as a work of topography, View of King Street was partly meant as an historical record. In this respect, it shares the mythological character of many historical records, refracting reality through the eyes of interest, revealing as much by what is unsaid as is said. In a very real sense, Gillespie’s vision is an imagined city, early commercial Canada’s urban utopia made tangible.

The Uncertain Vision of Robert Gagen – Temples of Commerce

The industrial era was visible in the work of Toronto artists well before Robert Gagen painted Temples of Commerce in 1914. William Armstrong created a compelling image of factory labour in the mid-1860s (the first picture of its type); and little is reminiscent of commercial Toronto in Frederick Bell-Smith’s 1894 impression of Victorian urbanity on King Street, a scene J. R. Harper observes “might readily be mistaken for ... London” (and an image it is interesting to compare with Young’s and Gillespie’s earlier views of the street.) Toronto’s industrial era was long underway by the close of the century. Thus, Gagen’s picture must be located in what Stelter terms “the second phase of industrialism,” an era of centripetal corporate force when
economic power was coalescing. In respect to Toronto’s internal economy, some numbers help illustrate this process: in 1891, the city had 26,000 factory workers employed in 2,400 firms; by 1991, 65,000 workers were employed by only 1,100 firms.\(^3\) The Ontario economy, meanwhile, was increasingly rationalized in the yoke of metropolitan corporations and institutions.\(^4\)

Nor is Gagen’s picture an image of industrial landscape in the manner Harris’s Eaton Manufacturing Building (1911)\(^5\) or J. E. H. MacDonald’s highly regarded Tracks and Traffic (1912).\(^6\) And arguably it may be better read as an augur of corporate urbanism than an icon of the industrial era; Firth describes its cityscape as a “harbinger.”\(^7\) Still, it has become an established image of Toronto in the early years of the century—used, for example, as the cover-plate of Firth’s book, and one of two Toronto pictures of its period selected for Urban Images: Canadian Painting (the other was a Harris house-portrait).\(^8\)

In contrast to the anecdotal character of the pictures by Armstrong, Bell-Smith, Harris and MacDonald—each a view of a specific aspect of the city—Gagen (like Gillespie) grasped at the core of the mat-
ter. What is critical here is not the secularization of the city, a theme implied by the picture's title but a long-settled historical fact by the early 1900s, but the concentration of financial power it connotes. (As a matter of record, on the other hand, office buildings did supplant steeples as the punctuation of the Toronto's skyline by the early 1900s.) Born in Chicago, embraced by New York, the skyscraper was a highly pragmatic use of city real estate; but, by the turn of the century, it had also become the architectural symbol of the new economic era, the most explicit urban embodiment of what Guy Debord later named spectacle: "capital to such a degree of accumulation that it becomes an image."39

Three of Gagen's temples were banks and the fourth, the Toronto headquarters of the most (in)famous Canadian company, Canadian Pacific. Patricia McHugh describes the nearest of them, the Trader's Bank (built in 1905), as "Toronto's first real skyscraper."40 Behind it, the recently-completed CP Building (1912) and Royal Bank (1914) each rose to new heights and was billed for a time as the British Empire's tallest building. The fourth was the Dominion Bank (1913). (All remain today, dwarfed by

William Armstrong, Toronto Rolling Mills, 1864. pastel 73.2 x 103.2 cm.
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megastructures of the corporate era.) Thus, three of Gagen's towers were less than two years old when he painted them; they were a very new landscape.

In making their picture, Gagen took license with nature and perspective. Toronto's sky is never this colour (lima-bean green), nor its lakeside buildings ever cast in so much shadow (particularly not if the sun is where it seems to be). And the rotunda in the right foreground, atop the Board of Trade Building (now demolished), is too low and should seem taller—or the skyscrapers short; something is badly out of scale (in part, because Gagen has elongated the attic capitals of the towers to the rear.)

There is a lot of smoke in the picture, grey, white, red, yellow (some from chimneys, some from a tug, some just ambient with no apparent source), whose main function seems decorative; it is reminiscent of Monet's smoke at Argenteuil about which T. J. Clark wrote, "(T)here was nothing that could not be made part of a picture—of a picture's fragile unity—if the painter confined himself to appearances and put aside questions of meaning or use." Still, smoke was a key part of the new cityscape of the industrial city, and Gagen inserts plenty of it.

The picture was a departure from Gagen's usual wilderness themes of Rocky Mountains and Maritime seascapes. Like MacDonald, whose Tracks and Traffic was his sole serious venture into the city, Gagen left no body of urban work, only one anomalous canvas. He was 67 when he painted it, near the close of a career in which he had been a central figure in Toronto's established arts community—a founder of the Ontario Society of Artists (1872), charter member of the Royal Canadian Academy (1880), Commissioner of Fine Arts for the

Canadian National Exhibition (1912-26), president of the Arts and Letters Club (1919-20). (His connection to the city's arts world was partly a matter of birth; his father had been a member of John Howard's architectural firm.)

When it was shown at a 1914 Royal Academy exhibition, one critic seems to have been unsure what to make of the picture: "(Gagen) strikes a new note in Temples of Commerce, being an up-to-date study of part of Toronto's waterfront, with the skyscrapers piling up into a crescendo, the whole scene bathed in a beautiful, if somewhat exaggerated, rosy sunset glow." Another was less at sea: "Quite the most interesting work that one has seen from the brush of (Gagen) is his Temples of Commerce, in which he shows that he can bring the same felicity of handling to the treatment of our monstrous skyscrapers that he has also shown in subjects nearer to nature. In fact, he almost makes the skyscrapers beautiful."

The public, meanwhile, appears not to have embraced the picture. Following the R.C.A. exhibit, where it was unsold, it came into possession of the C.N.E. (of which, it will be recalled, Gagen was Commissioner of Fine Arts) who lent it indefinitely to the Art Gallery of Toronto. Here, it was among pictures shown at a 1926 memorial exhibit after the artist's death; a newspaper story at the time entirely missed the point, describing it as the portrayal of "a cluster of manufacturing buildings." The following year, it was sold at a show at Eaton's department store under the less troublesome title In Toronto Harbour and fetched $45, "almost the cheapest painting in sale."

One hypothesis about the picture's tepid reception is that, in the era of the Group of Seven, Toronto's art market was by and large uninterested in cityscape. But while this is generally true, other city pictures—house portraits, impressions of wintry neighbourhoods, anecdotal street scenes—did occasionally find markedly more commercial success than Gagen's. A second hypothesis is that the picture displayed the city as its art customers preferred not to see it, a difficulty not alleviated by simply altering the title. Early 1900s Toronto was unenthusiastic about skyscrapers (a mood reflected by the second critic); the Trader's Bank, for example, was designed to "hide the uppermost floors behind a deep cornice, diminishing any visual sense of height." A cityscape in which Brobdingnagian buildings were the organizing theme may have been foredoomed to obscurity. But there is also a third possibility; the picture may be altogether too unclear in the treatment of its theme. One writer describes it as "full of pride," but this seems to ignore the ambiguities of a title that—at least for Eaton's—was found uncomfortable. The new middle class who composed the art market of Toronto's industrial period may have been uncertain whether the picture was to be taken seriously or might not be a kind of burlesque made at their expense by an artist who usually applied his skills to triumphant mountainscapes. It is not evident that Gagen was sure either, nor whom he had in mind as the picture's audience; if it was the city's mainstream art market, he miscalculated.

"Full of pride" does describe Gillespie's picture with its too-wide King Street. But Temples of Commerce with its too-tall towers is harder to read. It is also a vision of an imagined city, but the artist—a sexagenarian who had lived through Fairley's "vast gulf between the city's present and its immediate but somehow mysterious past"—seems to have been
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unsettled about the nature of his vision and has left us an image of industrial Canada that is a riddle, not readily transparent.

The Kaleidoscopic Vision of Christiane Pfug – Cottingham School

Toronto’s corporate/industrial period is not encompassed in Stelter’s model but, according to his criteria, is a distinct urban historical moment. Its features include the diminishing importance of the nation-state and increasing linkage of cities in a global economic grid, a pronounced shift in employment patterns toward office and service work (and a disappearance of industrial landscape), a growing dominance of transnational institutions in shaping urban form, and a decen­tering and polynucleation of metropolitan space (among whose key components are the replacement of suburbs by “technoburbs” and a re­gentrifying of the inner city.) Amid these processes of complex change, the once-naturalized and stable meanings of many elements of urban place have become confused and problematic.

We cannot forecast what image an observer several decades hence will deploy as emblematic of this era or even whether this quest will be found meaningful; the search for a “transcendent image” is, after all, a modernist preoccupation. Such an image may, on the other hand, not become readily available insofar as the social and spatial nature of contemporary urbanism may defy holistic legibility. An attenuation of meaning may be a quality of the object perceived (the decomposing city), not just a foible of “postmodern” apprehension. Although Gillespie’s King Street and Gagen’s skyscrapers are mythologies, they were at least derived from a fixed and consensually perceived locus—the city, embodied in downtown. But in an era of “non-place urban realm,” “city” has become a moot concept, perhaps mainly of historical interest. Certainly, the job of adequately depicting the shift to the corporate metropolis is not satisfied by the stratagem of some artists of simply painting bigger downtown office towers (even if they do at times threaten to blot out the sky). Like Howard’s Parliament Buildings, these are icons of a former era—simulations of stable place in the milieu of a highly mobile economy that does not need a stable place.

Many other recent painters’ visions of Toronto, as well, seem to have an anachronistic feel—a quality that in part derives from artists’ general habit of remaining downtown, where the city used to be. Some of the images they have created have the character of epitaph—treatments of older built forms in which the break-up of traditional urban fabric is often implicit (such as Albert Franck’s portraits of old houses that “barked like a dog at… urban renewal!” or juxtapositions of old and new forms that make the transience of the historical city apparent (like Hugh MacKenzie’s Survivor (1966), in which a solitary old downtown building is partly obscured by an expressway ramp). Other styles are less critical of the city’s refashioning—for example, a kind of painterly analogue of gentrification that fetishizes traditional urban forms (Victorian houses, old streetcars, ethnic villages) and an approach to corporate downtown landscape that uses happy colours, diminishes its scale and softens its angles, and often populates its public places with cheerful folk.

To be sure, pictures like Franck’s are not simply quixotic; traditional urban fabric remains bitterly contested ground in Toronto and artists frequently among the vanguard of its partisans. Nor are pictures of the latter type merely beguiling ruses. Although they may mask the Disneyfying of the city (and inflexible commodity logic that often seems to underlie contemporary urban form), they reflect a strong popular affection for traditional urbanism that is not simply reducible to clever marketing as well as the quiet truth that the city centre still does hold some of its seminal role as a locale of carnival. But, for the most part, these dominant recent modes of cityscape do not confront the emergent urban environment on its own terms. An artist like John Ward, one of the few who has ventured to the suburbs (or, rather, to the zone that used to be the suburbs before the word lost much of its meaning), is highly conspicuous; his pictures include a new subdivision, the view from a car on a suburban expressway, and a suburban high-rise.

Another painter whose vision of the contemporary city is distinct from the mainstream of much recent work produced is Christiane Pfug—in particular, a series of pictures done between 1968 and 1971 that each look toward downtown across the roof of a midtown school. Pfug was a contemporary artist in the prototypical sense, an idiosyncratic and somewhat bohemian figure who talked of her work in highly personal terms (and contrasts with, say, an entrepreneur/businessman like Gillespie). Her imagined audience in Toronto included her husband, who sought to help shape her painting, and the local gallery market that exhibited and purchased her pictures. Her variations on the view across the school roof are familiar images of the current-day city, represented in Firth, Farr and a number of other anthologies and exhibitions.

The eight pictures are similar in many
ways. The school is always in the foreground; behind it are some old houses on one or two nearby streets and, beyond the houses, one or two massive hydro pylons and highrise buildings. But each picture is also unique. This is partly a matter of compositional elements. In some versions, for example, the whole facade of the school is visible, in others only part of the roof. In pictures done in summer, the trees have leaves; others, painted in winter, have bare trees; one has no trees at all. The school’s flagpole and a Canadian flag are in most of the pictures, but the flag changes colour, sometimes its usual red, now yellow, now black. But the more striking difference among the pictures arises from their shifting moods (for which some writers have sought to find words, one described as “benign” or “happy”, others as “menacing” or “eerie”). In this respect, no two are alike.

A notable feature of the pictures is their declarative attitude toward cityscape. Pflug was an artist who “painted what she saw,” “the objects directly in front of her”—in this case, the view immediately visible from a window of her home. As well, she was an immigrant, in Canada less than a decade when she started the series; while she appears to have recognized the challenge of the new urban landscape—all these things, as they now are, have never been painted before—her vision of the city was unaffected by any strong sense of what Toronto might have looked like or felt like before the upheaval of its landscape in the 1950s and 1960s. The fragmentation of the old city is evident in the pictures but undramatized; it is just there. And, try as one may, one simply cannot find in the pictures the statements they are sometimes said to make: “High rise(s) ... mingle uneasily with older Toronto houses,” “apartment buildings ... were seen looming ... but not as a menace, rather as part of a harmoniously growing city.” “Christianne was conscious of an ... almost engulfing city.” These are the voices of her commentators, not Pflug.

Her vision was not of cityscape itself but of the individual’s unstable relationship with cityscape ... with the visible—in which “(r)eality is construed differently by different people and perhaps differently at different times by the same person.” The paintings remind us of a key tenet of modern thought, that observer and observed are inseparable, and it is the clear echo of this axiom that entitles us to locate the pictures collectively (in the singular) as a distinctly contemporary view of the city. No transcendent image is sought—feature of the pictures that, to be sure, reflects “postmodern” urbanism in which “apprehension (is said) to emphasize (an) inherent instability of meaning, our ability to invert signs and symbols, to recycle them ... and transform their reference.” But, as well, the pictures offer one route of approach to an urban field that has altered from focused place (“city”) to abstract metropolitan space, an unstable grid of simulated places in which landscape in any traditional sense—locale endowed with enduring social meaning—may perhaps only be fabricated.

At the time of her death in 1972, Pflug was at work on still a ninth version, with purple flag, of the view over the school roof. The paintings remind us of a key tenet of modern thought, that observer and observed are inseparable, and it is the clear echo of this axiom that entitles us to locate the pictures collectively (in the singular) as a distinctly contemporary view of the city. No transcendent image is sought—feature of the pictures that, to be sure, reflects “postmodern” urbanism in which “apprehension (is said) to emphasize (an) inherent instability of meaning, our ability to invert signs and symbols, to recycle them ... and transform their reference.” But, as well, the pictures offer one route of approach to an urban field that has altered from focused place (“city”) to abstract metropolitan space, an unstable grid of simulated places in which landscape in any traditional sense—locale endowed with enduring social meaning—may perhaps only be fabricated.

At the time of her death in 1972, Pflug was at work on still a ninth version, with purple flag, of the view over the school roof.

### Conclusion

Among the main concerns of urban history are the built forms (or settings) and functions (or activities) that have characterized cities. The work of painters is sometimes useful visual evidence toward these objectives (so long, as Jim Burant has pointed out, as we are careful to consider pictorial records in their specific social contexts). As well—and the concern of this paper—artists’ pictures can be helpful to the urban historical objective of seeking to understand urban meanings: the significance of city places for people.

Urban meanings, and painters’ visions of the city, are clearly social constructions. One context in which they may be viewed is that of political economy and class analysis suggested by Mark Gottdiener: “Each social group possesses its own conception of urban space just as different interests in the city compete with each other over control of the social surplus,” a framework that seems relevant to Gillespie’s vision; an artist with another social interest, more skeptical of the commercial city, might have painted a quite different view of King Street. A second context—perhaps germane to Gagen’s Toronto—is that of “sentiment and symbolism” suggested by Walter Fiery in which landscape is viewed in the framework of “cultural values that ... become associated with a certain spatial area;” a painter with a less uncertain attitude toward the downtown’s new skyscrapers might have seen different towers than Gagen. Finally, Pflug’s pictures of a polysemantic cityscape suggest a third context, the discursive relationship of view and “topic” in specified social settings, with attention to characteristic modes of perception (and conception) and the perceived ontological nature of objects.
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